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MODULAR SPECTRAL TRIPLES AND DEFORMED
FREDHOLM MODULES
FABIO CIOLLI AND FRANCESCO FIDALEO
Abstract. In the setting of non-type II1“ representations,
‰ we propose
a definition of deformed Fredholm module DT |DT |´1 , ¨ T for a modular spectral triple T, where DT is the deformed Dirac operator. DT is
assumed to be invertible for the sake of simplicity, and its domain is
an “essential”
operator
“
‰ system ET . According to such a definition, we
obtain DT |DT |´1 , ¨ T “ |DT |´1 dT p ¨ q ` dT p ¨ q|DT |´1 , where dT is the
deformed derivation associated to DT . Since the “quantum differential”
1{|DT | appears in a symmetric position, such a definition of Fredholm
module differs from the usual one even in the undeformed case, that is
in the tracial case. Therefore, it seems to be more suitable for the investigation of noncommutative manifolds in which the nontrivial modular
structure might play a crucial role. We show that all models in [19] of
non-type II1 representations of noncommutative 2-tori indeed provide
modular spectral triples, and in addition deformed Fredholm modules
according to the definition proposed in the present paper. Since the
detailed knowledge of the spectrum of the Dirac operator plays a fundamental role in spectral geometry, we provide a characterisation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the deformed Dirac operator DT in terms of
the periodic solutions of a particular class of eigenvalue Hill equations.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that in noncommutative approach to mathematics, the
concept of “point” is meaningless. The same happens in quantum physics
in an attempt to unify electromagnetic, weak and strong interactions with
the gravitation where, at Planck scale, any reasonable measurement process
is lost.
Another fundamental long standing problem in number theory, and thus
in a different direction even if connected with the previous one, concerns the
attempt to prove the Riemann hypothesis about the location of the zeroes
of the Riemann zeta-function ζpzq, see e.g. [11]. Therefore, motivated by
the two potential applications described above, Connes’ noncommutative
geometry grew impetuously in the last decades.
Regarding other relevant applications of noncommutative geometry, we
mention that the quantum Hall effect can be explained by the Connes-Chern
character ChpPF q of the eigen-projection PF of the Hamiltonian on energies
smaller than or equal to the Fermi level. Therefore, for some relevant applications, the pairing between the cyclic cohomology and K-theory plays a
crucial role.
We note that it would be difficult to provide an exhaustive list of the
involved literature. However, for a natural starting point we refer the reader
to the seminal monographs [9, 6, 21], and the standard available references
on this topic.
Taking into account the above introductory facts, a “noncommutative
manifold” might describe the physics of the quantum Hall effect (see e.g. [2]
and the references therein), or that arising from Connes’ standard model and
the relative spectral action (cf. [12, 7]). Also, any commutative manifold can
be considered as a particular case of a noncommutative one. In this last case,
Connes’ reconstruction theorem (cf. [9]) allows to reconstuct all relevant
properties of the manifold under consideration in terms of the natural axioms
of noncommutative geometry in which the concept of spectral triple assumes
a quite relevant role.
Therefore, one of the main ingredient in noncommutative geometry is then
the so-called (undeformed) spectral triple and the associated Fredholm module, the last being also the candidate to encode many important properties
of the manifold under consideration, and then to keep together K-theory,
topology, measure theory and many others.
On the other hand, the discovery of a deep connection between the quantum statistical mechanics, in particular Kubo-Martin-Schwinger (KMS for
short) condition (cf. [31, 33, 23]) and, on the mathematical side, Tomita theory (e.g. [41]) dealing with fundamental questions of operator algebras (see
e.g. [8]), suggests the necessary need to take the modular data into account.
To the knowledge of the authors, the idea to take into consideration the
modular data in defining the spectral triples has been started in [13] with
the perspective of the application to the theory of foliations.
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The project of exhibiting twisted spectral triples according to the modular data is indeed carried out in detail in [14]. There, the twisting comes
from inner and bounded perturbations of the canonical trace of the noncommutative 2-torus, thus in the context of type II1 representations. Such
spectral triples were called modular.
Many other works have been devoted to the investigation of deformed
spectral triples whose twist arises, or does not directly arise, from the modular data. We mention e.g. [5, 22, 36] and, for some potential applications
to quantum field theory, [32].
The program to provide examples of twisted spectral triples arising from
type III representations, and thus exhibiting a highly nontrivial modular
structure, is carried out in [19] for noncommutative 2-tori. In this paper, it
was considered irrational rotations by the angle 2πα, provided that α is a
Liouville number, that is an irrational number admitting a “fast” approximation by rationals.
Since the last mentioned paper, as well as the present one, can be considered as a kind of generalisation of [14], we denote the spectral triples
considered here again as modular, with the aim to point out the fact that
the nontrivial modular structure plays a crucial role.
Such a preliminary but essential step to construct non-type II1 representations of the noncommutative torus is done by considering suitable C 8 diffeomorphisms f of the unit circle T. Then the Gel’fand-Naimark-Segal
(GNS for short) representations of the C ˚ -algebra Aα of the noncommutative
torus generated by states ωf P SpAα q with central support in the bidual, and
canonically associated to the diffeomorphism f , provide the searched type
III representations.
The modular spectral triples considered in [19], whose associated twisted
commutator is automatically defined to be “real” in its own domain, satisfy
the following basic requirements. The first one concerns the associated twist
of the Dirac operator and the relative twisted derivation, which should come
from the Tomita modular operator. We remark that, in the non type II1
cases, the modular operator is unbounded and not inner, i.e. it should not
come from a bounded inner perturbation.
According to the standard definition of any spectral triple, such a suitably
deformed Dirac operator should have compact resolvent, and in addition the
unbounded twisted derivation should include in its domain sufficiently many
elements (e.g. typically a dense ˚-subalgebra or, as considered in the recent
paper [15], merely an essential operator system). We note that the examples of modular spectral triples constructed in [14] for the noncommutative
2-torus arise from bounded (indeed “smooth”) inner perturbations of the
canonical trace, and thus provide only type II1 GNS representations.
The previous facts are relevant because they constitute the minimal requirements for a spectral triple to encode the main metric properties and
the associated measure theoretic ones, that is the noncommutative counterpart of the volume form, that is a state. Moreover, the spectral triple may
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also furnish possible pairings involving the K-Theory and the (equivariant)
KK-Theory, and thus the corresponding local index formula for which the
modular data play a crucial role.
Concerning the last aspect involving pairings with K-theory and K-homology, the concept of Fredholm module assumes a fundamental meaning,
see e.g. [9, 24], and the literature cited therein. Therefore, it is natural to
address the investigation about Fredholm modules arising from such new
spectral triples, suitably deformed by the use of the modular data.
By the considerations set out above, it is natural to expect that such
Fredholm modules should be again deformed according to the underlying
modular structure. Hence, with DT and ET the deformed Dirac operator and
the operator system in the domain of the deformed commutator associated
to the modular spectral triple T, we provide a definition of a deformed
commutator rDT |DT |´1 , AsT between the “sign” FT “ DT |DT |´1 of the Dirac
operator and the elements A of ET . According to such a definition, this
deformed commutator differs from the usual one also in the tracial case
when the Tomita modular operator is trivial.
Under some technical assumptions about the domains of the involved
unbounded operators, for the deformed commutator in the definition of the
Fredholm module, and for dT the deformed derivation associated to T, we
show that
(1.1)

rDT |DT |´1 , AsT “ |DT |´1 dT pAq ` dT pAq|DT |´1 ,

and thus it still produces compact operators.
We want to point out that the “quantum differential” 1{|DT | appears in a
symmetric manner in the above formula. In addition, in order to obtain such
a symmetric displacement of the quantum differential, the Fredholm modules
associated to undeformed spectral triples (i.e. arising from the tracial cases)
should be also deformed in a canonical way.
It would then be expected that such a new definition of Fredholm module
may be more suitable for the investigation of some relevant noncommutative
manifolds exhibiting nontrivial modular structure.
Similarly, such objects arising from modular spectral triples and deformed
Fredholm modules (e.g. the cohomologies), should take into account the
non-cyclicity associated to the presence of the modular operator. Therefore,
they might be new objects which have to be identified yet. For general
details concerning previous investigations involving these aspects of cyclic
cohomology, the reader is referred to the monograph [9], and the survey
paper [27].
The present paper is organised as follows. Apart from the introduction
and a preliminary section in which some basic notions are reported, in Section 3 we provide a slightly modified definition (w.r.t. Definition 2.4 in [19])
of modular spectral triple which, according to [15], takes also into account
the possibility to deal with operator systems.
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Section 4 is devoted to show that the models arising from non-type II1
representations of the noncommutative 2-torus described in Sections 7 and
8 of [19], indeed provide nontrivial examples of modular spectral triples
according to Definition 3.1.
Section 5 deals with the new definition of Fredholm module for which,
under natural assumptions on domains of the involved unbounded operators,
we prove the key-formula (1.1). We also prove that all above mentioned
examples for the noncommutative torus enjoy the properties of providing
deformed Fredholm modules.
Section 6 concerns with a simple but illustrative one dimensional example.
Compared with the twin one in Section 3.1 of [20], such an example helps
the reader to clarify the framework.
In Section 7, it is outlined that the combination of examples in Section
9 of [19] and those in Section 7 of [18], indeed provide deformed Fredholm
modules. We are leaving to the reader the involved technical computations
because those do not add anything else to the conceptual meaning of the
topic. For some of such examples of deformed Fredholm modules, their
domains contain a dense ˚-algebra. The price to pay is that the intrinsic
undeformed Dirac operator must be suitably modified by using the growth
sequence of the diffeomorphism f , whose modular state ωf enters in the
definition of spectral triple. Therefore, the arising Fredholm modules are
losing some degree of intrinsicity.
Since the detailed knowledge of the spectrum of the Dirac operator plays
a fundamental role, we added Section 8 in which the crucial problem to
diagonalise such an operator is equivalent to find all periodic solutions of a
class of eigenvalue equations, firstly introduced by G. W. Hill in [25].
We end by mentioning some further investigations (i.e. metric aspects,
spectral geometry, index theory, cohomologies and many others) involving
modular spectral triples and deformed Fredholm modules considered in the
present paper. The reader is referred to [9], and the survey-paper [6], for
the corresponding objects arising from the tracial (i.e. untwisted) standard
situation. Therefore, it should be desirable to come back to these aspects
somewhere else in future.
2. Preliminaries
We gather here some facts useful for the forthcoming sections.
Basic notions. We denote by T the unit circle
tz P C | s.t. |z| “ 1u „ tθ P r0, 2πs | 0 is identified with 2πu ,
where z “ eıθ . It is a compact group whose Haar measure is the normalised
Lebesgue measure
m :“

dz
dθ
“
,
2π
2πız

z “ eıθ P T .
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If Y is a point-set, BpY q denotes the unital C ˚ -algebra consisting of all
bounded complex-valued functions on Y .
Given an irrational number which is not diophantine, it is possible to prove
that it is a Liouville number, that is it satisfies the following condition.
(L) A Liouville number α P p0, 1q is a real number such that for each
N P N the inequality
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇα ´ p ˇ ă 1
ˇ
q ˇ qN

has an infinite number of solutions for p, q P N with pp, qq “ 1.
(UL) Among Liouville numbers, we also consider those such that, for each
λ ą 1 and N P N, the inequality
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
ˇ
p
ˇα ´ ˇ ă 1
ˇ
q ˇ λqN
again admits infinite number of solutions for p, q as above.

The numbers satisfying (UL), which have a prescribed faster approximation
by rationals, are called ultra-Liouville numbers. Concerning the Liouville
numbers, the reader is referred to the standard monograph [28]. Following
the line in [39], at the end of Section 3 in [19] it was exhibited a Liouville
number satisfying the faster approximation (UL).
Let ϕ P SpAq :“ A˚`,1 be a state on the C ˚ -algebra A. We denote by
pHϕ , πϕ , ξϕ q its GNS representation, see e.g. [42]. If the cyclic vector ξϕ P Hϕ
is also separating for πϕ pAq2 , we call ϕ a modular state. We also note that
ϕ being a modular state is equivalent to spϕq P ZpA˚˚ q, where spϕq is the
support (of the normal extension) of ϕ in the bidual A˚˚ , see e.g. [37], pag.
15.
Concerning the Tomita modular theory, we use the notations in [40]. For
1{2
example, Sϕ , Jϕ and ∆ϕ , with Sϕ “ Jϕ ∆ϕ , denote the Tomita involution,
Tomita conjugation and modular operator associated to the modular state
ϕ P SpAq, respectively.

Let 1IA P S “ S˚ Ă A be a, not necessarily closed, self-adjoint subspace
of the unital C ˚ -algebra A which contains the identity 1IA . It is called a
(concrete) operator system.

Noncommutative 2-torus. For a fixed α P R, the noncommutative torus
A2α associated to the rotation by the angle 4πα, is the universal C ˚ -algebra
with identity I generated by the commutation relations involving two noncommutative unitary indeterminates U, V :
(2.1)

U U ˚ “ U ˚U “ I “ V V ˚ “ V ˚V ,

U V “ e4πıα V U .

The factor 2 is considered for the sake of convenience, see below.
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We express A2α in the so-called Weyl form. Indeed, let a :“ pm, nq P Z2
with 0 “ p0, 0q, and define
W paq :“ e´2πıα mn U m V n ,

a P Z2 .

Obviously, W p0q “ I, and the commutation relations (2.1) become
(2.2)

W paqW pbq “ W pa ` bqe2πıα σpa,bq ,

W paq˚ “ W p´aq,

a, b P Z2 ,

where the symplectic form σ is defined by
σpa, bq :“ pmq ´ pnq,

a “ pm, nq, b “ pp, qq P Z2 .

We now fix a function f : Z2 ÝÑ C, which we may assume to have finite
support. The element W pf q P A2α is then defined as
ÿ
W pf q :“
f paqW paq .
aPZ2

The set tW pf q P A2α | f P BpZ2 q with finite supportu provides a dense
˚-algebra of A2α .
For α irrational, which is tacitly assumed from now on, we recall that A2α
is simple and has a necessarily unique faithful trace τ given by
(2.3)

τ pW pf qq :“ f p0q,

W pf q P A2α .

Conversely, by Remark 1.7 of [3], any element A P A2α is uniquely determined by the corresponding Fourier coefficients
(2.4)

f paq :“ τ pW p´aqAq,

a P Z2 .

The relations (2.2) transfer to the generators W pf q as follows:
where

W pf q˚ “ W pf ‹ q,
f ‹ paq :“ f p´aq,
pf ˚2α gqpaq :“

ÿ

bPZ2

W pf qW pgq “ W pf ˚2α gq ,

f pbqgpa ´ bqe´2πıασpa,bq ,

is a twisted convolution.
Suppose that the double sequence f paq ” f pm, nq satisfies (2.4) for some
A P A2α . It is then easily seen that, for each fixed n P Z, f pnq pmq :“ f pm, nq
defines a sequence whose Fourier anti-transform
ÿ
pnq pzq :“
(2.5)
f}
f pm, nqz m ,
mPZ

where the convergence is meant in norm in the Cesáro sense (e.g. [17]), propnq P CpTq. Here, for “Fourier anti-transform”
vides a continuous function f}
we simply mean that in the series (2.5), we are using z m instead of z ´m as
pnq pzq “ fy
pnq pz ´1 q.
in the usual definition of the Fourier transform: f}
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On topological dynamical systems on the unit circle. If f : Y Ñ Y
is an invertible map on the point-set Y :
‚ f 0 :“ idY , and the inverse of f is denoted by f ´1 ;
‚ for the n-times composition, f n :“ floooomoooon
˝ ¨¨¨ ˝ f ;
n´times

‚ for the n-times composition of the inverse, f ´n :“ looooooomooooooon
f ´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ f ´1 .
n´times

Thus, f n is meaningful for any n P Z with the above convention.

We now specialise the matter to Y being the unit circle. Given a C 1 diffeomorphism f of the unit circle T, its growth sequence tγf pnq | n P Nu is
defined as
γf pnq :“ }Bf n }8 _ }Bf ´n }8 , n P N

d
d
“ ıe1ıθ dθ
is the
where, with a slight abuse of notation and z “ eıθ , B :“ dz
derivative w.r.t. the variable z.
To simplify, we reduce the situation to C 8 -diffeomorphisms f , called simply “diffeomorphisms”. The diffeomorphisms considered in the present paper are topologically conjugate to the rotation Rα , that is

(2.6)

f “ hf ˝ Rα ˝ hf´1 ,

for a unique homeomorphism hf of T with hf p1q “ 1.
If f is C 1 -conjugate to the rotation by some angle 2πα, i.e. hf P C 1 pT; Tq,
then the sequence pγf pnqqn is bounded. As pointed out before, this happens
for C 8 -diffeomorphisms f with rotation number ρpf q “ α (see e.g. Section
11 of [26] for the definition of rotation number) whenever α is diophantine.
Conversely, suppose that β P p0, 1qzQ and f is an orientation-preserving
diffeomorphism with ρpf q “ β. In this case, the Denjoy Theorem (e.g. [26])
asserts that there exists a unique homeomorphism hf of the unit circle such
that hf p1q “ 1 satisfying (2.6) for the rotation Rβ . Then
νf :“ phf q˚ m “ m ˝ hf´1 ,
is the unique invariant measure, which is ergodic for the natural action
of f on T. For a diophantine number β, hf is indeed smooth (cf. [43])
and thus νf „ m. For a Liouville number β, things are quite different.
There are diffeomorphisms as above for which the unique invariant measure
phf q˚ m is singular w.r.t. the Haar measure m: phf q˚ m K m. For β “ 2α,
in order to exhibit non-type II1 , and then type III representations of the
noncommutative torus A2α , we will actually look at such diffeomorphisms,
that is those satisfying the above mentioned singularity condition. As before,
the factor 2 is pure matter of convenience, and will be clarified in the sequel.
Note that, for the class of diffeomorphisms f considered in the present
paper, the asymptotic of γf pnq is at most opn2 q, see [44]. However, for the
diffeomorphisms constructed in [34], Proposition 2.1 when α is a Liouville
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number, or in [19], Proposition 3.1 for ultra-Liouville numbers, we have
γf pnq “ opnq or γf pnq “ opln nq, respectively.
It is of interest to note that it would be possible to select Liouville numbers
with sufficiently fast approximation by rationals, providing diffeomorphisms
of the kind considered in the present paper such that its growth sequence
enjoys any unbounded prescribed asymptotic slower than opnq.
Modular states and non-type II1 representations. We consider an
orientation-preserving diffeomorphism f on C 8 pTq with rotation number
ρpf q “ 2α. Then it is conjugate to the rotation 4πα through an essentially
unique homeomorphism as in (2.6). For such diffeomorphism, we consider a
uniquely determined measure µf , and take advantage of the construction in
[19], Section 4, of a state ωµ associated to any probability Radon measure
µ P CpTq˚ .
Indeed, let µ P SpCpTqq be a probability measure on T. As shown in [1],
Proposition 2.1,
ÿ
(2.7)
ωµ pW pf qq :“
µ
qpmqf pm, 0q
mPZ

is well defined, positive and normalised, so it defines a state on A2α .
Notice that, if µ is the Haar-Lebesgue measure, then
¿
dz
“ δk,0 ,
µ
qpkq “ z k
2πız

and thus ωm “ τ , i.e. the trace, by (2.7) and (2.3).

Remark 2.1. For the states ωµ , we have
(i) ωµ P SpA2α q is faithful if and only if supppµq “ T (cf. [19], Proposition 4.1);
n ĺ µ (and thus µ ˝ Rn „ µ), then the support
(ii) if for n P Z, µ ˝ R2α
2α
of ωµ in the bidual is central: spωµ q P ZpA˚˚
2α q (cf. [19], Proposition
4.2).
Now we specialise the situation to
`
˘˚
(2.8)
µf :“ hf´1 m “ m ˝ hf ,

which is quasi invariant and ergodic for the natural action of the rotation
R2α by the angle 4πα, and thus πωµf pA2α q2 acts in standard form on Hωµf .
Denoting by R the dual action of the rotations R2α on functions, and in
particular on L8 pT, µf q, it is possible to see that such an action is also free
(e.g. [42], pag. 363). Let now F be the dual action of f on L8 pT, mq, as well
as on CpTq.
`
˘
`
˘
Since the dynamical systems L8 pT, µf q, R and L8 pT, mq, F are conjugate, we get (cf. [19], Proposition 6.2) that πωµf pA2α q2 is indeed a von
Neumann crossed product (e.g. [4], Section 2.7):
L8 pT, µf q ⋊R Z „ πωµf pA2α q2 „ L8 pT, mq ⋊F Z ,
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where in addition πωµf pAα q2 is a factor containing the image of L8 pT, µf q,
or equivalently that of L8 pT, mq, as a maximal abelian subalgebra, see [42],
Theorem XIII.1.5, and Corollary XIII.1.6. As Z is amenable, πωµf pAα q2 is
also hyperfinite by [30], Theorem 4.4.
Since A2α is a simple C ˚ -algebra, we also have
CpTq ⋊R Z „ A2α „ CpTq ⋊F Z ,
where the involved products are C ˚ -crossed products, see [4], Section 2.7.
Concerning the type of the von Neumann factors we are obtaining, trivially πωµf pA2α q2 cannot be of type I because µf is nonatomic. It is of type
II1 if and only if the measure class rµf s contains a probability measure which
is invariant under the action generated by R2α , see Theorem XIII.1.7 in [42].
In this case, µf „ m and πωµf pA2α q2 „ πτ pA2α q2 by uniqueness, and this
always occurs when α is diophantine.
In the remaining cases, if πωµf pA2α q is not of II1 , its type is determined
`
˘
by the Connes invariant S πωµf pA2α q , or equally well by the Krieger-ArakiWoods ratio-set (cf. [29]) rprµf s, R2α q “ rprms, f q associated to the underly`
˘ `
˘
ing commutative dynamical systems T, R2α , µf „ T, f , m , because they
coincide:
`
˘
S πωµf pA2α q “ rprµf s, R2α q “ rprms, f q ,

see e.g. [16], Section 2.
We remark that diffeomorphisms of the prescribed ratio-set are constructed
in [34] through limits of a suitable sequence of diffeomorphisms conjugate
to rational rotations which approximate the Liouville number α.
We want also to note that πωµf pA2α q2 is of type II8 if and only if the
measure class rµf s contains an unbounded σ-finite measure which is invariant
under the rotation R2α , and it is of type III if and only if the measure class
rµf s contains no σ-finite measure, invariant under such a rotation R2α .

In order to take into account the intrinsic differential structure of A2α , and
therefore to define the twisted Dirac operator by deforming the untwisted
one, associated to such an intrinsic differential structure, we directly work on
the space L8 pT, mq dealing with the action F induced by the diffeomorphism
f on measurable complex valued functions on the unit circle T.
Also the “square-root” T of f , given by
(2.9)

T :“ hf ˝ Rα ˝ hf´1 ,

plays a crucial role. Indeed, T is a canonical choice for the square root of f :
T2 “ f .
Concerning the GNS representation of ωµf , whose support in the bidual
is central by construction in the situation of the present paper, it was shown
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`
˘ à 2
L pT, mq ,
Hωµf “ ℓ2 Z; L2 pT, mq –
Z

(2.10)

¯
ÿ´
plq ˝ h ´1 ˝ T 2n´l pzqg
pπωµf pW pf qqgqn pzq “
f}
n´l pzq ,
T2
lPZ

pξωµf qn pzq “ δn,0 ,

z P T, n P Z .

Considering x P Hωµf , for n P Z and z P T, the related modular structure
is then given by
pSωµf xqn pzq “px´n ˝ T 2n qpzq “ px´n ˝ f n qpzq ,

zpBf n qpzq
zpBT 2n qpzq
x
pzq
“
xn pzq ,
n
T 2n pzq
f n pzq

„
zpBT 2n qpzq 1{2
px´n ˝ T 2n qpzq
pJωµf xqn pzq “
T 2n pzq
„

zpBf n qpzq 1{2
px´n ˝ f n qpzq
“
f n pzq

p∆ωµf xqn pzq “

d
where, as before, B “ dz
stands for the derivative w.r.t. the variable z P T.
For z P T and n P Z, we set
`
˘
`
˘
d m ˝fn
d m ˝ T 2n
pzq ”
pzq
δn pzq :“
dm
dm
(2.11)
zBf n pzq
zBT 2n pzq
“
”
,
T 2n pzq
f n pzq

so that the modular operator is given by
à
(2.12)
∆ωµf “
Mδn ,
nPZ

with Mg denoting the multiplication operator by the function g.
3. Modular spectral triples
We provide a slightly modified definition of modular spectral triple w.r.t.
that appeared in Definition 2.4 of [19]. It takes into account the possibility to
deal with operator systems as explained in [15]. To put in evidence only the
topological and the main algebraic aspects, we limit the analysis to spectral
triples of dimension 2, by noticing that it can straightforwardly generalised
to an arbitrary dimension.
Let A be a unital C ˚ -algebra. With A Q a ÞÑ ˚paq :“ a˚ P A we denote
the star-operation.
Definition 3.1. A spectral triple considered in the present paper, named
as modular spectral triple according to the terminology in [14], is a triplet
T :“ pω, L, Eq where, with a slight abuse of notation, we write E ” ET , made
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of a modular state ω P SpAq, an operator L : A Ă A Ñ A defined on a unital
dense ˚-algebra A Ă A, and finally an operator system ET acting on BpHω q,
satisfying the properties listed below.
First we put L‹ :“ ´ ˚ L ˚ and, for a P A, we denote by aω P Hω the
natural embedding of a in Hω , i.e. aω “ πω paqξω .

#
#
#
(i) With Hω Ą Aω Q aω ÞÑ L#
ω aω :“ pL aqω Ă Hω , where L and Lω
stand for L, L‹ and Lω , L‹ω , respectively, the deformed Dirac operator
ˆ
˙
0
∆´1
Lω
poq
ω
(3.1)
DT :“
,
L‹ω ∆´1
0
ω
À
acting on its own domain DDpoq Ă Hω
Hω , uniquely defines a
T

poq

self-adjoint operator with compact resolvent: DT is densely defined
`
˘´1{2
essentially self-adjoint with closure DT , and p1 ` DT q2
is compact.
(ii) There exists a dense ˚-subalgebra B Ă A, and a set P “ pPι qιPI Ă
BpHω q of (increasing) self-adjoint projections with supι Pι “: P ď
IHω , such that
(
ET :“ span P, Pι πω pBqPι | ι P I ,

(3.2)

and for each A P ET , the deformed commutator
ˆ
˙
rLω , As
0
∆´1
poq
ω
dT pAq :“ ı
0
rL‹ω , As∆´1
ω

uniquely defines a bounded operator, denoted by dT pAq: Ddpoq pAq “
T
À
Hω
Hω and
› poq
›
(
sup ›dT pAqξ › | ξ P Ddpoq pAq , }ξ} ď 1 ă `8 .
T

Remark 3.2.

(a) The usual case of undeformed spectral triples associated to tracial
states leads to I being the singleton tιo u with Pιo “ IHω . The
same situation emerges when ω is an “inner” deformation of a trace
considered in [14].
(b) The main case described in [15] corresponds to ∆ω “ IHω occurring when ω is a trace, and I being a singleton with corresponding
projection P ă IHω . In order not to loose any information possibly
encoded into the spectral triple, it is natural to consider a set of
projections such that supι Pι “ IHω . In such a situation, we say that
ET is essential.
(c) We may decide not to include in ET the irrelevant subspace CP ,
where P “ supιPI Pι . In such a situation,
(
ET :“ span Pι πω pAqPι | ι P I .
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(d) The models in [19], Sections 8 and 9, provide modular spectral triples
T “ pω, L, ET q associated to a nontrivial modular structure, see Sections 4 and 7 below. Therefore, we indeed have nontrivial examples
of spectral triples satisfying all properties listed in Definition 3.1.
For a spectral triple T as above, we can define a norm on ET as follows:
(3.3)

rsArsT :“ }A} ` }dT pAq} ,

A P ET .

Notice that this norm is nothing but an analogue of a C 1 -norm on a
space of C 1 -functions, and can be considered as a kind of a Lipschitz norm
on the involved operator systems. Moreover, since dT pA˚ q “ dT pAq˚ for each
A P ET , the ˚-operation in ET is isometric also w.r.t. the above norm.
Proposition 3.3. The completion ET w.r.t. the norm (3.3) of ET , can be
viewed as a, non necessarily closed, operator system contained in BpHω q,
and dT uniquely extends to the whole ET , providing again bounded operators.
Proof. We start by noticing that, since rsA˚ rsT “ rsArsT , ET is equipped with
a ˚-operation in a natural way, and thus ET is an (abstract at this stage)
operator system as well.
r P ET , and choose a sequence pAn qn Ă ET converging to A
r in the
Let A
topology generated by rs rsT . It is a Cauchy sequence
`
˘w.r.t. the norm
À (3.3),
Ă BpHω
Hω q are
and thus both sequences pAn qn Ă BpHω q and dT pAn q nÀ
Cauchy sequences w.r.t. the norms of BpHω q and
BpH
H
q,
respectively.
ω
ω
À
Let
Hω q of the sequences pAn qn
` A and ˘B the limits in BpHω q and BpHω
r
and dT pAn q n , respectively, and define jpAq :“ A. It is matter of routine
to verify that such
` a˘map is well defined, and realises a homeomorphism
r :“ B we
between ET and j ET Ă BpHω q. In addition, after putting dT pAq
obtain the required extension of dT to the whole ET by bounded operators.

` ˘
Remark 3.4. By identifying ET with its image j ET Ă BpHω q, we can
suppose that ET , as well as the operators
À tdpAq | A P ET u, are directly
acting on the Hilbert space Hω and Hω
Hω , respectively. In particular,
ET can be considered as a concrete operator system.
To take into account the whole modular structure associated to a spectral
triple T, we define
ˆ
˙
0 Lω
(3.4)
ΛT :“
,
L‹ω 0
À
acting on its own domain, which is a dense subspace of Hω
Hω and
ˆ
˙
ˆ
˙
0
Sω
0
Jω
ST :“
, JT :“
´Sω 0
´Jω 0
ˆ
˙
I 0
which, with γ “
, leads to JT2 “ ´I and JT γ “ ´γJT , the last
0 ´I
being the prescription of a (real) spectral triple of dimension 2.
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We also note that, with Aω “ taω | a P Au ĂÀHω , A as in Definition 3.1,
we have rΛT , ST s “ 0 on the dense subspace Aω
Aω . The above properties
can be viewed as the generalisation to the modular case of the tracial one
in Definition 3 of [10], or in Definition 2.1 of [35].
We point out that it is not still completely clear the role of the “charge
conjugation” Jω and the doubled one JT in the context of modular spectral
triples.
4. Modular spectral triples for the noncommutative 2-torus
The present section is devoted to check in a detailed way that the models
described in Section 8 of [19] provide modular spectral triples which are
mainly associated to non-type II1 representations as explained above.
Indeed, we start with a C 8 -diffeomorphism f of the unit circle which is
conjugate to the rotation R2α of the angle 4πα as in (2.6) by the unique
homeomorphism hf satisfying hf p1q “ 1. To simplify the notations, we put
ω :“ ωµf and remark that, according to (2.10), Hωµf does not depend on the
normal faithful state ω, up to unitary equivalence. In particular, it always
coincides with Hτ associated to the canonical trace τ . We then put
à 2
H :“ Hω “ Hτ “
L pT, mq
Z

for all states ω considered in the present paper.
On the Hilbert space
H

à

ˆ
˙
ˆ
˙
à 2
à à 2
H”
L pT, mq
L pT, mq
Z

“
we put

à
Z

ˆ

Z

2

L pT, mq

D pundq :“

ˆ

à

˙
L pT, mq ,
2

˙
0 L
,
L‹ 0

the undeformed Dirac operator, where L and L‹ are the operators acting on
the L2 -spaces coming from the corresponding ones L and L‹ acting on a
norm-dense ˚-algebra A Ă A2α , as explained in (i) of Definition 3.1. Indeed,
(4.1)

L “ B1 ` ıB2 ,

L‹ “ ´B1 ` ıB2 ,

`
˘
where Bi :“ BθB i , i “ 1, 2, are the partial derivatives of functions g eıθ1 , eıθ2
on the 2-torus T2 w.r.t. the angles, and for A one can make the choice
(4.2)

A :“ tW pf q P A2α | f P BpZ2 q with finite supportu .

We also recall that another reasonable choice would be the dense ˚-subalgebra
tW pf q P A2α | f P SpZ2 qu , S standing for the rapidly decreasing functions.
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After passing to the Fourier anti-transform (2.5) w.r.t. the m-index, (4.1)
assumes the form
dgn
pzq, pB2 gqn pzq “ ıngn pzq, z P T, n P Z.
(4.3)
pB1 gqn pzq “ ız
dz
After some easy computions, we get
˘˙
ˆ
` d
à pundq à
0
ız
´
nI
pundq
dz
`
˘
Dn
“
(4.4)
D
“
,
d
´ız dz
´ nI
0
nPZ
nPZ
ˆ
˙
0 Ln
pundq
where Dn
“
, with
L‹n 0
d
d
´ nI , L‹n :“ ´ız
´ nI ,
dz
dz
both acting on their own domains which are dense subspaces of H.
For the convenience of the reader,
resolution of
? we report the spectral
(
pundq
2
2
, obtaining σpDq “
D :“ D
ˆ ˘˙ m ` n | m, n P N . Concerning the
1
p˘q
eigenspaces, we put ε00 “ ?12
, and
˘1
ˆ ım´n ˙
?
1
p˘q
n2 `m2 z m ,
εmn pzq “ ?
pm, nq P Z2 ztp0, 0qu, z P T .
˘1
2
(4.5)

Ln :“ ız

With
ep˘q
nm :“

à

kPZ

δn,k εp˘q
mn P H

à

H,

(
À
p˘q
we see that the orthonormal system enm | m, n P Z is a basis for H H
made of eigenvectors
of the untwisted Dirac operator D corresponding to the
?
eigenvalues ˘ m2 ` n2 . Therefore, each of such eigenspaces is generated
p˘q
by the single eigenvector enm whenever pm, nq ‰ p0, 0q. The eigenspace
corresponding to 0 (i.e. the kernel of D) is degenerate, and is generated by
p˘q
the two eigenvectors e00 .
The deformed Dirac operator with the twisting determined by the modular operator, is here defined
Pointing out the state ω fixed in
ˆ as follows.
˙
∆ω 0
poq
pundq Γ´1 .
the sequel, we put Γω :“
, and define Dω :“ Γ´1
ω
ω D
0 I
poq

The operator Dω is essentially self-adjoint in its own domain, whose
closure Dω is easily described as follows. Denote with ACpTq the set of
all absolutely continuous complex valued functions on the unit circle. The
Sobolev-Hilbert space H 1 pTq is given by
(
H 1 pTq :“ f P ACpTq | f 1 P L2 pT, mq .
For each n P Z, we put

DDω,n :“ H 1 pTq

à

H 1 pTq Ă L2 pT, mq

à

L2 pT, mq,
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and define the (unbounded) operators
ˆ
0
(4.6)
Dω,n :“
‹
Ln Mδn´1

Mδn´1 Ln
0

˙

,

where the Ln and L‹n are given in (4.5).
The deformed Dirac operator Dω is then defined as
˙
ˆ
˙
ˆ
à
à
0
Mδn´1 Ln
L
0
∆´1
ω
“
(4.7) Dω :“
“
Dω,n ,
‹M
0
L
´1
L‹ ∆´1
0
n δn
ω
nPZ
nPZ
on the domain

DDω

"
*
ÿ
à
2
:“ ξ P
DDω,n |
}Dω,n ξn } ă `8 .
nPZ

nPZ

Notice that Dω,n has compact resolvent for each n P Z, and in addition is
invertible for each n ‰ 0.
For the convenience of the reader, we report the main properties of the
deformed Dirac operator summarised in the following
Theorem 4.1. The operator Dω with domain DDω is self-adjoint. In addition, it has compact resolvent if and only if
›
›
(4.8)
lim ›pDω,n q´1 ›BpL2 pT,mqq “ 0 ,
nÑ8

and if
(4.9)

γf pnq “ opnq .

Proof. It is matter of routine to check that Dω is self-adjoint in DDω , see
[19], Proposition 7.1. Here, we report the details of the proof of Theorem
7.3 in [19] concerning compactness.
By disregarding the kernel of the Dirac operator, we can suppose that
it is invertible. Therefore, Dω has compact resolvent if and only if Dω´1 is
compact. Then it is enough to consider
à
D# :“
Dω,n ,
nPZrt0u

which is invertible with inverse

´1
D#
:“

à

´1
Dω,n
.

nPZrt0u

We now note that, by the form of the operators Dω,n given in (4.6), the
´1 are compact operators.
Dω,n
´1
is manifestly compact being norm
Suppose now that (4.8) holds true, D#
`À
˘
´1
limit of the sequence of compact operators
0ă|n|ďN Dω,n N . Conversely,
suppose
À (4.8) were not true. Then there would exist a sequence pξk qkPN Ă
Hω
Hω of unit vectors such that for k, l P N k ‰ l,
›
›
pD# q´1 ξk K pD# q´1 ξl , ›pD# q´1 ξk › ě ε ą 0.
`
˘
Therefore, the sequence pD# q´1 ξk kPN is not relatively compact.
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› ´1 ›
› ď γf pnq , n ‰ 0. Thus, if (4.9) is
Finally, by [19], Lemma 7.2, ›Dω,n
|n|
› ´1 ›
satisfied, then ›Dω,n › “ op1q and the second half follows by the first one. 

We now exhibit modular spectral triples, some of them arising from nontype II1 representations of the noncommutative torus, provided α is a Liouville number. For such a purpose, define
(
C0 :“ F ˝ hf | F P C 1 pTq Ă CpTq .
Let J Ă Z be a finite subset. For Fk P C0 , consider the function
xk pmqδn,0 , and set gk pm, nq :“ δm,0 δn,k . We define B0 Ă BpZ2 q
fk pm, nq :“ F
as the set of all functions
ÿ
f :“
pFk ˚2α gk q, J Ă Z finite ,
kPJ

and put

(
Aoo
2α :“ W pf q | f P B0 .

In order
to obtain
`
˘ a modular spectral triple as in Definition 3.1, we set
Tf :“ ωµf , L, ETf . Here, µf is the Radon probability measure on T defined
in (2.8), and ω in (2.7) is nothing else that ωµf . It is quasi-invariant w.r.t.
the multiple of the rotations by the angle 4πα, and thus ωµf P SpA2α q has
central support in the bidual.
The intrinsic derivatives L and L‹ given by (4.1), assuming in our picture
the form (4.3), act on the dense ˚-algebra A Ă A2α given in (4.2) providing
the required property L‹ “ ´ ˚ L˚. It is then possible to get the deformed
Dirac operator DTf :“ Dωµf given by (4.7). It has compact resolvent if
the growth sequence satisfies γf pnq “ opnq, see Theorem 4.1. The operator
system is finally provided by the self-adjoint subspace of BpHωµf q given by
ETf :“ spantPN πω pAoo
2α qPN | N P Nu ,

À
2
where PN is the self-adjoint projection in BpHωµf q onto
|n|ďN L pT, mq.
Notice that ETf ` CI is an operator space, and supN PN “ I. Therefore, ETf
is essential according to Definition 3.1.
Remark 4.2. By (2.12), any A P ETf is an entire element w.r.t. the adjoint
˘
`
of the one-parameter group generated by the
action adıt
∆ωµ on B Hωµf
f

modular operator, see the proof of Theorem 5.4 below.
`
˘
Theorem 4.3. The triple Tf “ ωµf , L, ETf is a modular spectral triple,
provided (4.8) is satisfied.

Proof. With ω “ ωµf , we start by noticing that the deformed Dirac operator
Dω given in (4.7) has compact resolvent if and only if (4.8) is satisfied. We
notice that a sufficient condition for having compact resolvent is γf pnq “
opnq. Then, we have to verify (ii) in Definition 3.1.
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oo
Indeed, we have only to check that ∆´1
ω rL, PN πω pA2α qPN s provides bounded
operators on the common dense domain πω pAqξω for A given in (4.2), the
other part concerning the anti-diagonal term in (3.1) being similar.
Since PN πω pAqξω Ă πω pAqξω and, on such a dense domain PN commutes
with L and ∆ω , we have
´1
∆´1
ω rL, PN πω paqPN s “ PN ∆ω rL, πω paqsPN ,

and thus the assertion follows by [19], Theorem 8.1. We report those computations for the convenience of the reader.
Indeed, for the linear generator a “ xλl , where x :“ W pFp pmqδn,0 q and
À
l
λ :“ W pδm,0 δn,l q the l-step shift on the direct sum Z L2 pT, mq, we have
´1
∆´1
ω rL, PN πω paqPN s “PN ∆ω rL, πω paqsPN

l
´1
l
“PN ∆´1
ω rL, πω pxqsλ PN ` PN ∆ω πω pxqrL, λ sPN .

We note that πω pxq is diagonal with πω pxqn “ MF ˝f n . Then, setting
A “ πω pxq, rL, As is diagonal as well, providing
d
F pf n pzqq “ ızBf n pzqBF pf n pzqq.
dz
By using (2.11) and (2.12), we get
rL, Asn pzq “ ız

and thus
(4.10)

p∆´1 rL, Asqn pzq “ ıf n pzqBF pf n pzqq,
› ´1
›
›∆ rL, πω pxqs› ď sup }f n BF pf n q}8 “ sup }BF }8 “ }BF }8 .
ω
nPZ

nPZ

On the other hand, by (8.3) in [19], we have
›
›
´1
l ›
›PN ∆´1
ω rL, πω pλ qs ď |l|}PN ∆ω } “ |l| max γf pnq ,
nďN

where γf pnq is the growth sequence of the diffeomorphism f .
Collecting together, on the domain πω pAqξω we get
› ´1
›∆ rL, PN πω paqPN s} ď }BF }8 ` |l| max γf pnq ă `8 .
ω

nďN



Remark 4.4. For all models considered in the present paper, in order to
obtain the estimate (4.10), in the Definition 3.1 of the modular spectral
1
triple, we should use the modular operator ∆ωµ1 “ ∆´1
ωµ of the state ωµf “
f

x ¨ ξωµf , ξωµf yrπωµ

f

pA2α q1

a fact is still unclear.

f

on the commutant πωµf pA2α q1 . The meaning of such

As noticed before, the type of the representation πωµf to which the modular spectral triple is associated, is uniquely determined by the ratio-set
rprµf s, R2α q “ rprms, f q. For α being a Liouville number and for the diffeomorphisms f considered in Section 2 of [34], by taking into account [19],
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Proposition 3.1 (vi), it is possible to exhibit modular spectral triples arising from non-type II1 representations of the noncommutative torus A2α . In
such a situation, ETf cannot be chosen as a ˚-algebra, except trivial cases,
i.e. when the involved states come from inner perturbations of the canonical
trace.
5. Deformed Fredholm modules
Concerning the question of whether a modular spectral triple T “ pω, L, ET q
determines some kind of Fredholm module, we could conjecture that such
Fredholm modules themselves have to be consequently deformed. The reader
is referred to [36] for similar computations relative to the usual (i.e. undeformed) Fredholm module. In order to provide a totally symmetric formula
for the quantum differential, we find that such a formula is indeed deformed
also when the Dirac operator is not deformed, i.e. in the tracial case.
For the sake of simplicity, we tacitly suppose that DT is invertible. Since
KerDT is finite dimensional, the assumption of invertibility does not affect the substance of the analysis in the present paper, even if the kernel of the Dirac operator encodes some informations which are relevant for
other aspects of noncommutative geometry (e.g. [9]). Therefore, we can reK
Hω , on which
duce the matter to the subspace of finite codimension PKer
DT

K
DT PKer

DT

is invertible.

In such a situation, the polar decomposition for DT leads to the phase
(or, more precisely, the sign) FT and the modulus |DT | satisfying
(5.1)

FT |DT | “ DT “ |DT |FT ,

DT |DT |´1 “ FT Ą |DT |´1 DT .

Here, the inclusion FT Ą |DT |´1 DT means that |DT |´1 DT is closeble on its
natural domain DDT and |DT |´1 DT “ FT .
In order to deal with the (deformed) Fredholm module, we set
ˆ
˙
ˆ
˙
ˆ
˙
A 0
∆ω 0
0 Lω
, A P ET ,
ΓT :“
, ΛT :“
, A“
0 A
0 I
L‹ω 0
À
as operators acting on Hω
Hω , see also (3.4).
To avoid technicalities, conceptually inessential at this stage, we start by
supposing that, for each A P ET ,
(5.2)

´1
(iii) Γ´1
T AΓT and ΓT AΓT are closable with bounded closure .

¯1
˘1
¯1
Note that, if Γ˘1
T AΓT is closable with bounded closure ΓT AΓT , then A
is in the domain of the analytic continuation of the function R Q t ÞÑ adΓıt P
T
`
˘
À
aut BpHω
Hω q at t “ ¯ı.
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We then define in its own domain,

(5.3)

˘
`
poq
´1
rFT , AsT :“ ı FT ΓT AΓ´1
T ´ ΓT AΓT FT
`
˘
´1
`ı FT |DT | ΓT AΓ´1
´ |DT |´1 Γ´1
T |DT |
T AΓT |DT |FT .

Definition 5.1. The modular spectral triple T in Definition 3.1 is called
a deformed Fredholm module if in addition, for any A P ET , the deformed
poq
commutator rFT , AsT in (5.3) uniquely defines a compact operator denoted
À
by rFT , AsT : DrF ,Aspoq “ Hω
Hω ,
T

T

›
poq ›
sup ›rFT , AsT ξ › | ξ P DrF
poq

and rFT , AsT “: rFT , AsT P KpHω

À

poq
T ,AsT

(
, }ξ} ď 1 ă `8 ,

Hω q.

Theorem 5.2. Suppose that the modular spectral triple T considered in Definition 3.1, in addition to piiiq in (5.2), also satisfies the following conditions:
(iv) ARΓ´1 Ă DΓT , A P ET ;
T
` À ˘
À
(v) `for ι P I,˘ Pι Pι `strongly ˘commutes with ΓT , i.e. ΓT Pι Pι Ą
À
À
Pι Pι ΓT , and Pι Pι RΛT Γ´1 Ă DΓ´1 ;
T

(vi)

ΓT AΓ´1
T DDT

T

Ă DDT , A P ET .

Then, for T,
(5.4)

rFT , AsT “ |DT |´1 dT pAq ` dT pAq|DT |´1 ,

A P ET ,

and thus it provides a deformed Fredholm module.
Proof. By using (iii), (vi) and the polar decomposition (5.1) of FT , from
poq
(5.3) we get, first that the domain of rFT , AsT is DDT , and on such a dense
domain,

(5.5)

`
˘
poq
´1
´ırFT , AsT “|DT |´1 DT ΓT AΓ´1
T ´ ΓT AΓT DT
˘
`
´1
´1
` DT ΓT AΓ´1
T ´ ΓT AΓT DT |DT | .
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poq

´1
We now check that DT ΓT AΓ´1
T ´ ΓT AΓT DT Ą dT pAq. Indeed, by
recalling (3.1) and using (3.2) from Definition 3.1, by (iv) and (v) we have
poq

´1
´1
´1
´ıdT pAq “Γ´1
T ΛT AΓT ´ ΓT AΛT ΓT
à
˘
`
´1
´1
Pι ΛT Γ´1
“Γ´1
T
T ΛT AΓT ´ ΓT A Pι
` à ˘
´1
´1
´1
´1
Pι ΛT Γ´1
“ΓT ΛT AΓT ´ ΓT AΓT ΓT Pι
T
à
`
˘
´1
´1
´1
´1
“ΓT ΛT AΓT ´ ΓT A Pι
Pι ΓT ΓT ΛT Γ´1
T

´1
´1
´1
´1
´1
“Γ´1
T ΛT ΓT ΓT AΓT ´ ΓT AΓT ΓT ΛT ΓT
`
˘`
˘ ` ´1
˘`
˘
´1
´1
“ Γ´1
ΓT AΓ´1
´ ΓT AΓT Γ´1
T ΛT ΓT
T
T ΛT ΓT
˘ ` ´1
˘ poq
poq `
´ ΓT AΓT DT
“DT ΓT AΓ´1
T

´1
ĂDT ΓT AΓ´1
T ´ ΓT AΓT DT .

Therefore, we find from (5.5),
(5.6)

poq

poq

poq

rFT , AsT Ą |DT |´1 dT pAq ` dT pAq|DT |´1 .

We now suppose that ξ P Ddpoq pAq . Firstly, ξ P DΓT AΓ´1 ,
T

T

´1
ΓT AΓ´1
T ξ “ ΓT AΓT ξ P DD poq Ă DDT ,
T

and

poq

Secondly, ξ P DDpoq ,

´1
DT ΓT AΓ´1
T ξ “ DT ΓT AΓT ξ .

T

poq

DT ξ “ DT ξ P DΓ´1 AΓT Ă DΓ

´1
T AΓT

T

and

“ Hω

à

Hω ,

poq

´1
Γ´1
T AΓT DT ξ “ ΓT AΓT DT ξ .

poq

By (ii) in Definition 3.1 and the previous computations, |DT |´1 dT pAq Ă
poq

poq

|DT |´1 dT pAq and |DT |´1 dT pAq is bounded. Therefore, |DT |´1 dT pAq “
poq

|DT |´1 dT pAq. At the same time, we also get dT pAq|DT |´1 “ dT pAq|DT |´1 .
Collecting together the last computations and (5.6),
poq

poq

poq

rFT , AsT :“rFT , AsT Ą |DT |´1 dT pAq ` dT pAq|DT |´1
“|DT |´1 dT pAq ` dT pAq|DT |´1 ,

and thus rFT , AsT “ |DT |´1 dT pAq ` dT pAq|DT |´1 since the r.h.s. is bounded.
Since the r.h.s. is also compact, rFT , AsT provides a compact operator for
each A P ET .

We note that, when ω “ τ is a trace and then ∆τ “ I, (iv) and (v) in
Theorem 5.2 are automatically satisfied, whereas (vi) reduces to
(vi’) ADDT Ă DDT ,
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which coincides with (1) in Definition 1.1 of [20].
Remark 5.3. The deformed commutator rFT , AsT isÀalso meaningful for
Hω as well, again
A P ET , providing compact operators acting on Hω
obtaining
rFT , AsT “ |DT |´1 dT pAq ` dT pAq|DT |´1 ,

A P ET .

Proof. With } } “ } }BpHω À Hω q , we consider A P ET , together with a sequence pAn qn Ă ET converging to A in the norm rs rsT . Since
›
› ›
›
›rFT , An sT ´ rFT , Am sT › “ ›rFT , pAn ´ Am qsT › ď 2}D ´1 }}dT pAn ´ Am q}
T

2}DT´1 }rsAn

´ Am rsT Ñ 0 ,
ď
`
˘
À
the sequence rFT , An sT n Ă KpHω
HωÀ
q is a Cauchy sequence which converges to a compact operator as KpHω
Hω q is complete. Since such a
limit does not depend on the sequence converging to A in the norm rs rsT , it
uniquely defines a compact operator which we still call rFT , AsT .

We point out that, differently to the usual case, the “quantum differential”
1{|DT | appears symmetrically in the formula defining rFT , AsT . Also for the
undeformed spectral triples,
` that is when ω is a´1trace, this˘ leads to the
additional deformed term FT |DT |A|D|´1
T ´ |DT | A|DT |FT to the usual
commutator rFT , As.
We now provide nontrivial examples associated to the modular spectral
triples considered in the present paper for the noncommutative 2-torus,
which are indeed deformed Fredholm modules.
Theorem 5.4. The spectral triples ETf given in Theorem 4.3 are indeed
deformed Fredholm modules.
Proof. To simplify, we put ω :“ ωµf . We also recall the definition of Dω “
DTf in (4.7), and
˙
ˆ
∆ω 0
“ Γ Tf .
Γω “
0 I
We start by noticing that (iv) and (v) in Definition 5.1 are easily achieved
by (2.12) and (4.4).
We now argue that, by (2.12) and (4.7),
à
à
à
à
˘
˘ `
˘ `
˘ `
`
(5.7) Γω PN
PN Γω ,
PN “ PN
PN Γω PN
PN “ PN
à
à
à
à
˘ `
˘
`
˘ `
˘ `
(5.8) Dω PN
PN “ PN
PN Dω .
PN “ PN
PN Dω PN
› `
˘›
À
PN › “ maxnďN γf pnq, by (5.7) we have for A P ETf
Since ›Γω PN
¯2|z|
› ız ´ız › ´
›Γω AΓω › ď max γf pnq
}A} ă `8 .
nďN

Therefore, A is an entire element for the group adΓıt
, and thus (iii) in (5.2)
ω
is satisfied.
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Concerning (vi), we reason as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Indeed, for
the linear generator a “ xλl , with x “ W pFppmqδn,0 q and λl “ W pδm,0 δn,l q
as above, we first note that PN commutes with πω pxq. Therefore, we reduce
the matter when A is either PN πω pxq or PN πω pλql PN .
By (5.8), and taking into account that the δn and F are C 1 -function on T,
we easily get (vi) for such a situation. For the case A “ PN πω pλql PN
À, we obtain the assertion after applying again (5.8). Indeed, if ξk P H 1 pTq H 1 pTq
and
à
à` 2
à
˘
ξ :“
δn,k ξk P DDω Ă
L pT, mq pL2 pT, mq ,
nPZ

since the δn are smooth, πω
well.

Z

pλql ξ

“

À

nPZ δn,k´l ξk

is in the domain of Dω as


6. A simple illustrative example
We briefly discuss a simple example of one dimensional spectral triple
concerning the unit circle T for which the involved C ˚ -algebra is CpTq. This
example is borrowed from [20], Section 3.1 where, indeed, it was instead
d
“
considered the algebra Cpr0, 1sq. Clearly, the Dirac operator D :“ z dz
d
´ı dθ is nothing else than the “square root” of the (opposite of) the Laplacian
d2
´ dθ
2 on the circle. In such a way, we have an essentially different example
of spectral triple from that considered in the previous mentioned paper.
We start with the multiplication
operator
a :“ Mf for the function f pzq “
`
˘
ř
dz
z l and ξpzq “ k ξk z k P L2 T, 2πız
, where the sum is over a finite set. As
explained above, for our purposes we can disregard the kernel of D.
Since the modular operator is trivial, we put D|D|´1 “ F “ FT and
compute
´ırF, asT ξ “pF a ´ aF qξ ` pF |D|a|D|´1 ´ |D|´1 a|D|F qξ

“pF a ´ |D|´1 aDqξ ` pDa|D|´1 ´ aF qξ
˙ ˆ
˙
„ˆ
ÿ
k
k
k`l
k`l
´
´
`
ξk z k`l
“
|k ` l| |k ` l|
|k|
|k|
tkPZ|k,k`l‰0u
˙
ˆ
ÿ
1
1
`
ξk z k`l
“l
|k ` l| |k|
tkPZ|k,k`l‰0u
` ´1
˘
“ |D| rD, as ` rD, as|D|´1 ξ .

We remark that we are obtaining the perfect analogous formula corresponding to Equation (5.4), even for this simple example of dimension one.
For this simple example, the arising spectral triple T ” pA, L, ET q of
dimension 1, which is also a Fredholm module by the just seen computation,
would be chosen as follows. For the dense ˚-algebra A, we can choose
rs rsT

A :“ spantz k | k P Zu

“ C 1 pTq “: ET ,
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where rs rsT is the norm in (3.3) corresponding to that of the uniform convergence of functions together with their 1st derivative. Correspondingly,
L :“ DrA . Finally, the state ω is obviously given by the Haar-Lebesgue
dz
on T.
measure 2πız
We would like to point out that, conversely to the simple model just
described above, Example 3.1 in [20] cannot provide a Fredholm module
for both definitions, the usual undeformed one, and the deformed one in
Definition 3.1 adapted to spectral triples of dimension 1.
Indeed, on Cpr0, 2πsq with one of the usual self-adjoint Dirac operators
d
with
Dχ , for |χ| “ 1, given by ´ı dθ
DDχ “ tf P ACpr0, 2πsq | f p0q “ χf p2πq, f 1 P L2 pr0, 2πsqu
(e.g. Example in [38], Section VIII.2), any dense ˚-subalgebra of Cpr0, 2πsq
on which the commutator with Dχ provides bounded operators acting on
L2 pr0, 2πsq would contain a continuous function f for which f p0q ‰ f p2πq.
For such a kind of function, the asymptotic of the Fourier coefficients
tfˆpkqukPZ is at most 1{|k| or worst. Therefore, on one hand the deformed
commutator rF, asT , defined in any appropriate domain, is meaningless. On
the other hand, rF, as corresponding to the usual definition of Fredholm
module, and again defined on any appropriate domain, although giving rise
to bounded operators, cannot always provide compact ones as shown in [20].
d
, the
However, it is an interesting fact that, on CpTq and for D “ z dz
´1
associated undeformed Fredholm module rF, Mf s “ rD|D| , Mf s for tMf |
ř
f pzq “ |l|ďK fl z l , K P Nu produces finite rank operators, hence compact
ř
ones. Indeed, set a “ Mf with f pzq “ z l , and ξ “ |k|ďK ξk z k with K P N.
To simplify, we first suppose l ą 1 and compute
ÿ
`
˘
signpk ` lq ´ signpkq ξk z k`l
rF, asξ “
(6.1)

tkPZ|k,k`l‰0u

“2

´1
ÿ

k“´l`1

ξk z

k`l

“2

l´1
ÿ

k“1

ξk´l z k “ 2Pr1, l´1s λl ξ ,

ř
where λ is the one-step shift defined as pλξqpzq “ k ξk´1 z k , and PL is the
ř
self-adjoint projection given by pPL ξqpzq “ kPL ξk z k .
Now, in order to manage the general case l P Z, define
$
’
& Ll “ rl ` 1, ´1s Ă Z, l ă ´1 ,
Ll “ H, l P t´1, 0, 1u ,
’
%
Ll “ r1, l ´ 1s Ă Z, l ą 1
and, by reasoning as in (6.1), it is straightforward to check that
rF, asξ “ 2 signplqPLl λl ξ .
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ř
We would like to point out that, for a “ Mf with f pzq “ |l|ďK fl z l as
above, by (6.1) |D|rF, as uniquely defines a bounded operator satisfying
ÿ
}|D|rF, as} ď 2
|l||fl | .
|l|ďK

Therefore, denoting by Ba the bounded closure of |D|rF, as, we re-obtain
the well-known Connes’ formula rF, as “ |D|´1 Ba .
7. Other examples of modular spectral triples
In the present section, we briefly describe other examples of modular
spectral triples and deformed Fredholm modules for the noncommutative
2-torus A2α , leaving technical details to the reader.
The first case we are interested in is described in Section 9 of [19], and
provides spectral triples T for which ET is a dense ˚-algebra. Indeed, in
order to obtain a ˚-algebra, we need to fix any orientation-preserving diffeomorphism f of the circle having a rotation number ρpf q “ 2α, where α is a
ultra-Liouville number, see Section 2. As usual, we use the notation ETf for
the involved ˚-algebra.
As previously seen in [19], Section 9, L, and consequently L‹ , should be
modified as
pf q

pf q

where B2

with

pf q

L‹ “ ´B1 ` ıB2 ,

L “ B1 ` ıB2 ,

(7.1)

is the multiplier defined in its own domain by
¯
´
` pf q ˘
B2 g pz, wq :“ ı a
f,n gpn pz, wq ,
af,n “ signpnq

|n|
ÿ

l“1

´

γf l ´

1
1´signpnq
2

¯,

n P Z.

Here, the
` Fourier
˘ transform and anti-transform involve only the 2nd variable
w, and γf pnq n is the growth sequence of the diffeomorphism f .
Notice that, for these cases, the choice of L and L‹ heavily depend on
f , and thus on the state ωµf entering in the Definition 3.1 of the modular
spectral triple. The reader is indeed referred to [19], Proposition 3.1 and
Section 9, for the proofs and further details.
A second set of examples is proposed in Section 7 of [18] for each η P r0, 1s.
With an abuse of notation, we denote by Tη the modular spectral triples
under consideration. We then have a parametric family of deformed Dirac
operators given by
ˆ
´η ˙
0
∆η´1
ω Lω ∆ ω
,
(7.2)
DTη “ Dω,η :“
‹ η´1
0
∆´η
ω Lω ∆ ω
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defined in their own domains. Here, Lω and L‹ω are the operators in (4.1)
or in (7.1) acting on the L2 -space on their own domains, and (4.1) can be
clearly viewed as a particular case of (7.1).
Correspondingly, for the deformed derivation dTη on ETη ,
ˆ
´η ˙
0
∆η´1
ω rL, As∆ω
(7.3)
dTη pAq “ ı
η´1
‹
∆´η
0
ω rL , As∆ω

would still provide bounded operators.
For all values of η and Tη the relative spectral triples, if we consider the
models associated to (4.1), the construction can beˆcarried out
˙ for
ˆ all Liou˙
0 Lω
0 Lω
ville numbers, and the undeformed Dirac operator
”
L‹ω 0
L‹ω 0
does not depend on the diffeomorphism f . For this situation, the price to
pay is that the domain ETη of the deformed commutator dTη is merely an
(essential) operator system.
second case when we use (7.1) for the undeformed Dirac operator
ˆ In the ˙
0 Lω
, ETη is a dense ˚-algebra, but our construction can be performed
L‹ω 0
only for ultra-Liouville numbers (UL) described in Section 2. In addition,
the undeformed Dirac operators do depend on f according to (7.1), that is
they are not intrinsic objects associated to the noncommutative manifold
under consideration.
After setting
ˆ
˙
ˆ 1´η
ˆ
˙
˙
A 0
0 Lω
∆ω
0
, A P ET ,
ΓTη :“
, ΛTη :“
, A“
0 A
L‹ω 0
0
∆ηω
we find that (7.2) and (7.3) are obtained respectively as
˘
`
´1
dTη pAq “ ı DTη ΓTη AΓTη ´ Γ´1
DTη “ Γ´1
Tη AΓTη DTη .
Tη ΛTη ΓTη ,

It is expected that for all cases described in the present section, we would
still get deformed Fredholm modules. Indeed, with FTη the phase of DTη
and disregarding its kernel, similarly to (5.3) for the closure rFTη , AsTη of
`
˘
´1
ı FTη ΓTη AΓ´1
Tη ´ ΓTη AΓTη FTη
˘
`
´1
´ |DTη |´1 Γ´1
` ı FTη |DTη |ΓTη AΓ´1
Tη AΓTη |DTη |FTη ,
Tη |DTη |

we would obtain rFTη , AsTη “ |DTη |´1 dTη pAq` dTη pAq|DTη |´1 as in Theorem
5.2.
8. The spectrum of the Dirac operator and the Hill equation
We now want to discuss the, in general difficult, problem to diagonalise
the deformed Dirac operator Dω for the noncommutative 2-torus considered
in the present paper and given in (4.7).
In Section 4, we have already noted that the set of eigenvectors of Dω
generates the whole Hilbert space. This easily follows as the Dω,n have
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compact resolvent for any n P Z, and thus σpDω,n q are discrete sets. ThereŤ
fore, σpDω q “ nPZ σpDω,n q. Theorem 4.1 provides
Ť conditions under which
Dω has compact resolvent, and thus σpDω q “ nPZ σpDω,n q if this is the
case. We also note that σpDω q might still be a discrete set even if Dω has
not compact resolvent. This happens when some eigenvalue has infinite
multiplicity.
We show that the characterisation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Dω
is given in terms of a particular class of eigenvalue Hill equations.
˙
ˆ
0 L
pundq
gives rise to the eigenThe undeformed Dirac operator D
“
L‹ 0
´
¯
2

d
2
2
values equation dθ
2 `pλ ´n q H “ 0 for the periodic function H and each
fixed n P Z, providing eigenvalues and eigenvectors given at the beginning
of Section 4.

Setting dn pθq :“ δn peıθ q, where the δn are defined in (2.11), the result
concerning the Hill equation and the diagonalization of Dω , independently
on the fact that it has compact resolvent, are summarised as follows.
Theorem 8.1. The real number λ is an eigenvalue of the deformed Dirac
operator Dω in (4.7) if and only if there exists n P Z such that the homogeneous Hill equation
`
˘
(8.1)
H 2 ` λ2 d2n pθq ´ n2 H “ 0
admits a periodic C 2 (and therefore necessarily C 8 ) solution.

Proof. The real number λ is an eigenvalue of Dω if, for some n, there exist
non vanishing periodic functions f, g on the unit circle, necessarily smooth,
satisfying
#`
˘
d
´ nI g “ λδn f ,
ız dz
(8.2)
`
˘
d
´ ız dz
´ nI δn´1 f “ λg .

By replacing g from the 2nd equation in the 1st of (8.2), and defining
h :“ δn´1 f , we obtain
¯
´´ d ¯2
` n2 h “ λ2 δn2 h .
z
dz
By passing to Hpθq :“ hpeıθ q and dn pθq “ δn peıθ q, it becomes
¯
´ d2
´ 2 ` n2 H “ λ2 d2n H ,
dθ
which leads to the homogeneous Hill equation (8.1).
Suppose now that (8.1) admits a non zero smooth periodic solution for
some λ ‰ 0 and n P Z, the case λ “ 0 being trivial.
By putting Hpθqdn pθq “ f pzq with z “ eıθ , and
˘
1`
d
(8.3)
gpzq :“
´ nI δn´1 f pzq ,
´ ız
λ
dz
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an easy calculation shows that the vector-valued function
à
à
à
δn,k f pzq
gpzq P Hω
Hω
F pzq :“
kPZ

provides an eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue λ.
Indeed, for λ ‰ 0 and n P Z, (8.2) reads δn´1 Ln g “ λf and L‹n pδn´1 f q “ λg,
where Ln and L‹n are the differential operators given in (4.5).
We first note that (8.3) is nothing else than the first condition above.
Concerning the second, by using the Hill equation we get
δn´1 Ln g “

¯
1
1 ´ d2
´ 2 ` n2 H “ λdn H “ λf .
pLn L‹n qδn´1 f “
λδn
λdn
dθ

Summarising,
ˆ
Dω F “

˜
˙
˙¸
ˆ
à
0
M
´1 Ln
L
0
∆´1
δn
ω
F “
F
‹M
0
L
´1
L‹ ∆´1
0
ω
n
δ
n
nPZ
ˆ
˙ˆ ˙
ˆ ˙
0
Mδn´1 Ln
f
f
“
“
λ
“ λF ,
L‹n Mδn´1
0
g
g

and this concludes the proof.



The eigenvalue problem arising from the deformed Dirac operators
ˆ
˙
à
0
Mδnη´1 Ln Mδn´η
(8.4)
Dω,η “
,
Mδn´η L‹n Mδnη´1
0
nPZ

defined for η P r0, 1s in (7.2), provides a generalisation that can be achieved
as follows. By (8.4), we get
#`
˘
d
´ nI δn´η g “ λδn1´η f ,
ız dz
`
˘
d
´ ız dz
´ nI δnη´1 f “ λδnη g .

By arguing as in the case corresponding to η “ 0 previously described,
with Hpθq :“ dn pθqη´1 f peıθ q, we obtain after some computations,
`
˘
H 2 ´ 2ηpln dn pθqq1 H 1 ` λ2 d2n pθq ´ 2ηpln dn pθqq1 ´ n2 H “ 0 .
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